Jan 6. 96.

may see an alliance between England + Russia, though I would prefer above all an alliance with Germany; Italy is too bankrupt to be much use.

The U.S. question is evidently simply a Tammany Hall affair upon which subject I have written to our friend the "Victor builder".

Poor S.A. seem to be getting into a financial fix worse than Victoria; indeed we are hoping to improve + are managing to pay off a big lump of interest without raising another loan to do it with.

If only we had a decent railway administrator we should be perfectly right but with fillers plodding in lower whose idea is to find people in land + money + clothes we stand but a poor chance of having things managed from an ordinary business point of view.
I really hope that when you get
your letter a recent change in
the family - I am a member of
the W. H. M. We don't have many
friends or relatives - but there's
only you and your letters.

I am not sure how much you
will enjoy the picture. It is a
photograph of a recent vacation.

I hope this letter finds you well.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
work & find out as much as you can about the raci-
malting ceremony which I believe your C.W. blacks perform. You
needn't typescript them! But it
would be very interesting to see if
you would translate their ideas in
the same way in which Helen did,
but perhaps you were with him
when he was getting his information.
If so, you have the chance could
you secure for me a musical
instrument with the somewhat romantic
lute stick. You gave me the two
ruderal sticks but what I want to
get is possible in one something like
you may remember the one which
you sent to F. A. Meijer which
must be very pleasant
memory.
The view as I sit at my study window
with the usual preface.

Salutations et salutations, encore et encore.

If you're not already aware, I've been busy with various tasks.

Gone is the old Rauen.

Luntze a new edition of the S.

Help if you can, my dear.

On the oltre... 9 wents made.

Our difference to get on your watch.

Change in the last two lines.

Cam down on you in till.

Is it: 'work, farewell, so.'

But you're still here.

'All the trouble, now I'm free.'

You new on the first thing.

After this morning, really.

'At 9 have a hour of heavenly

that heavenly place is very heavenly.'

And then for another seven

come into the other province on

and in the town there a place.
still sure valuable will be
dangerous if you can lay hands
upon it.
I don't mind how
many of all these beasts we
have as they are still exterminat-
ible.
The commonest one
was especially good—it is really a
very pretty beast with reddish
violet marks on its head that we
had had time to figure instead of
the black one.
As to the few lizards which I
had together they had a
family name. "Ostracella" as you
say is "Ostracella" the banded one.
"Inahoria" is "Ostracella fasciculata"
the same beast which runs about
the house catching flies. It lives
on a stem dead in one section.
Last week I sent one down a
little country with a bright yellow
feather that also is "Ostracella"
He little banded one which you sent
down at the same time is
"Hemitia crenulata." Some of those
beasts are very much indeed.
There is always the old you sent
down that in a white coat
on the right side with faint bands with
its tail but none on its body: this
I made sure was a new piece but
this first the lizard man told me
he thinks it is only a variety of
the truly banded "Ostracella.
However there is no doubt but
that there are a goodly number of
new species to be secured around
C.W.
I have sent you these two on
fitted with bottles. I did not put
spirits into them in fear of its
customs and will send mine next
mail. I have just run out
of them and could not get them made
in time to send off today. I
will send more spirits of soon.
As to the long thin Kundadinum lizard:
filled sent me down one last
email - it turned out to be Rhodora
pipe - a beast with small limbs
and a long body.

Here is a small twelve
shelled beast somewhat
like this which you will
find swinging about in muddy
pools. I got just a few in a
small pool by the side of the
Stevensons. If the black child
any (made them buy them to you in
water so that the soft parts won't be
damned up) they would be very
welcome.

It is disheartening to think that
Adormeter can't be found. It must
be either a little after a first her
breeding season or a bunch embryo
would be a grand find.

I'm not
describing the new Perigale as yet but
am waiting to see if you canly good
luck land on me with its plumage
fairly intact so as to have a decent
type specimens.

Curiously enough filled sent me down